year 2050 with stories within a story. The

experimental, pornographic, irreverent,

ity.” l

the colours of the LGBT Pride flag to
delineate ideas of hope and stability.
The third section, “Poetry to make boys
cry”, draws very much on memories of
adolescence, parents’ and relations’ reactions to his emerging gayness, clubbing
and fumbled aﬀairs. Yet it doesn’t stay in
retrospection as Tse moves on to what
are almost metaphysical concerns. Are
we really controlled by our ethnic past?
What makes an acceptable human being
anyway? A snowstorm of extravagant
and complex imagery blasts through
every one of Tse’s poems.

essayist now in her seventies. Is this a
work of nostalgia? Only in part. True,
Rainey-Smith does devote poems to good
things she experienced in the 1950s and
60s: mother’s cooking, radio serials,
old-time courtship in a fairground and
matinee movies. But there’s a dark side
to the past – the “murder house” for rotting death; Dad’s erratic behaviour as a
former POW suﬀering a form of PTSD;
the furtiveness about
sex and extramarital
aﬀairs; and menstruation taught as something
shameful. Even given all
this, though, RaineySmith is astute at telling
later generations not
to be patronising. The
title poem “Formica”

challenges us to see how important nowobsolete appliances and fixtures were to
families decades ago – not something to be
sneered at. In later poems, Rainey-Smith
gives a very cool assessment of what it is
to grow old. And she knows the reality
of the present. As her poem “Changing
course” says, “All my secret roads are gone
and our river’s changed course.” Remember the past, but don’t live in it. l

FORMICA, by Maggie Rainey-Smith
(The Cuba Press, $25)
Formica is Maggie Rainey-Smith’s first
collection of poetry, extraordinary in
that she is an established novelist and
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